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ABSTRACT

Dichotomous poverty is defined by taking an arbitrary
standard of consumption capability as a dividing line between rich
and poor. An investigation into dichotomous poverty below the 2000
dollar level will be worthwhile, since, in 1953, the Planning Board
announced as a goal the attempt to lift all families above this
margin. In 1953, 78 percent o the families had an income below the
2000 dollar dichotomous poverty threshold. Forty-six percent did not
reach it in 1963, and 39 percent did not reach it in 1969. The
reduction in the percentage of dichotomous poor from 1963 to 1969 was
not sufficient to keep up with the population. Between 1963 and 1969,
population grew faster than economic progress. Continuous poverty
classifies as poor those who fall in a specified bottom percentage of
the population in terms of capability to consume. In terms of the

distribution of income, the greater the inequality, the greater the

amount of continuous poverty. While between 1953 and 1963 the poor

earned more, the rest of the society earned even more than
proportionately more. Agricultural workers, slum dwellers, families
with unemployed or subemployed heads, and recipients of welfare are
the groups who have progressed at the lowest rates--the lowest groups
have progressed at the slowest rate. [Several pages in this document
are not clearly printed and contain editorial markings.]
(Author/JM)
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Poverty is COMIDItay conceived hi thzee different manners, each of

which bas a distinct perspective, The diffevent concept:10mo however
share in common a class connotation0

Weber (1.968:302, 926v32) defims

am as one's access to the markets one's life chances,.

A person'g.;

class situation is defined as his probability to dominate the tmketa
more probably than some, less probably than oners equally probably as

those in the same class situation as himself. Weber notes theft ""Propev'ty"

and lack of property° are.o.the basic categories of all class situations
(19681927), He adds, however thaz "class situations ar.Z.1 further

differentiateds on the one hand, according to the kind of pmperty

is usable for retums; and on the other han4 according to the kind ot
services that can be offned in the market. 000(many) distinctions

differentiate the class situations a the propatied00,0

Those who

have no pvopert.y but who offer sGrVicos are dineventiated just as

much according to their kinds of services as according to the way in
Well they make use of these services, An a continuous or discontimour.

relation to a recipient " (196E4927.0 Thus Whet concludes that
"class situation is0,0ultimately market situationn ,o,the factor that
creates °class

is unambiguously economic illtorest, and indeed, only

those Interests involved in the existence or: the market "

09684920
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bet goes on to e;oyi, lwever9 t,hat continua class situation dues not
necesstarilyt, nor even generallyo

generate almiiar reactions

among the

rrzabets of a class thereby leadIng to common social action,,
it is Webees

conception

of class as n vankine of people in

econamh . taramv rather than his discussion ot the problems of ciass

actionv that is ol specific Interest to us In this puper,

something

concilpt!lon ot class is
locIVIag0 415

Behind his

simIlar to what is referred to in

AplaimIsavrOl&MIK pepexv

or vbat

evenvday

oL:edolecimints raer to as

ilggi,-ast:!: not simply the sswymed desire tlt% vmatow but the

ft:4,
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ability to acquixe or the use ot items of consumption, Adam Smith's
(1937156) use oV the concept in the kollowing example nicoly illustrates
its wanninv "A very poor man soy be Said in some sense to have a

demand tof a coach and si.m he might like to have it: but his demand
no'; an efRectual demont4

iialtvky it

to mveket la c,rdtax

style oV tile but

ilhe commodity can never be brought

Pointedlys it cetera not to ones

the power9, should one vrant top to lead thu kind

of /Alt ea one might wish. Me: ernicidl, variable is tha meaty, at:

suitnlwat

szusid.kai

the pr.:let:Ica ability to acquire or the use of

item of '!onsumption,,
Generally speakingv there lute twe types of indices for this

ecimmale capability to consume.ono is what economists refer to as a
loe" variables, the other is what they refer to as a

"'stock"

variablov

wach has specific advantages and disadvantages When used as an indite
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of Muying power," The flow variables incomes refers to both

n-tery and non.monetary income as well as to "received income"

gained by virtue of the possession of yealth (e,g0s "the rental value
of ownerieccupied homestelKolkos

l962s12). It is what KOUCO re2ers to in

general term as "real income" (i962110s 77s l029 etc,),

Wealths the

stook variables refers to onegs possessions and assets less one°s debts,
A corrected more accurate version of wealth as a comparative indice
-4ouid have to add to a person9s possessions his unused credit potential,
(It is not "legal wealth9' plus unused credit potential since that would

deduct "present debts" twice from the total...once from possessions
and once from from credit rItential0) It has never been made clear
wh(ch of the two variablest income or weatths is the better indica,

Hemmers for practical reasons (10e0F, the availability of the data)
income...and even just monetary income....is most frequently used to

represent and differentiate the economic capacities of different

persona, The sLas =atm then refers to an ordering of these pexsoas.
in function of their varying capabilitiess however indicate5 andtto
different conceptions of poverty are derived by comparing the class

structure of a specific society to a model ei! an ideal society, One or
the other type of poverty exists to the extent that there is a deviation
from the ideal model .used,

AbsOtute gnat& means insufficient effective demand to keep
the person alive, It is a measurement of effective demand with a
A)
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critical Level assigned...one gets "richer" as an Increase in one2s
effective demand moves one further from starvation),

A society where

there is absolute poverty deviates from a model society where ideally
nobody starves('

Absolute poverty Is absolute in the sense that the

threshold Is defined at the starvation level()

It is the limiting

case of what we belowrefer to as "dichotomous povertyo"

There is a

continuum of possible societies that can emerge where X% of the population
are "poor" and 100.X% are "rich" (X going from 0 to 100)0

B)

aits_210122hazapm is defined by taking an arbitrary

standard of consumption capability as a deviding line between rich

and poen those that cannot consume on the level chosen are classified
as poor°

Dichotomsus poverty is conceived as a deviation from an

ideal society in which everyone has at least an id 'ally respectable
minimum consumption capability()

It is dichotomous In the sense that a

ehreshold is assigned to divide the society into two: into "rich" and
"poor0"

While the threshold can be raised or lowered9 essentially

two kinds of society are possible: one in which everyone has a
respectable level of economic resources over against one in Vetch
some have achteved this level While others have not('

As uwmtioned

above9 the limiting threshold is that of absolute poverty() There is

an inherent incongruity In this definition: as soon as everyone reaches
a certain level the level Is "up".ed.e.as soon as things get better

the threshold is changed and things lookserse...they look worse

because they got better?, This is the kind of poverty that one rams

to when one notes that historical conditions change what one considers
to be povertyo

C) Seattrw.us nyeEty, classifies as poor those who fall In

a

apecified bottom percentage of the population in terms of caaability
to constsamo

This type of poverty is manifest *ten there is a deviation

from a model of ideal equalityc, Tho poverty level refers to the 104Per

orders of a rank order and exists until equality la achieved()

Thugs

Gvan if the specific effective demand of the °poor° is improwd this
typo of poverty is aggravated as the lower percentage groups receive

proportionally less of the total societal consumption ability0

It is

continuous in the sense that is refees to the bottom levels of a rank
order, While one can always change the percentage group that one is
talking about there is no threshold yam a that divides the rich from

the pooro Againo there are essentially but two types of society that
can results those having equality of consumption capability over against
those in which inequality prevails() The extreme example of this type

of povexty occurs in societies where a few families control nearly all
of the economic pie While the scent masses of the population share
among themselves but the uneaten rrumbao Many countries in Latin America,

eogoe eXhibit such extreme lnequalitys eogoo in Colombia the wealthiest

10% receives 43% a the national inaome9 or in litazil 79% of the population
fal!.s below the national average income (Goodman and Davies1972),

Definitions A and B have in common the establishment of critical

levels as thresholds (either the absolute Level of starvation or the

definue level of respectability), Definition B and C share the fact
that 'they are both measures of relative eff..:etive demand, An increase

in a sectety's effective demand does not neceacleily eliminate absolute

poverty since drastic inequality Duty exist in the richest of societies,
An incscease in equality9 however, does work to eliminace dithotomaus and

continuous poverty, (In the case of dichotomous poverty, holding the

population constantp if there is a redistribution of wealth from the
top to the bottom then more poeple would be pushed above the level and

)ess people would fall below it

CI

Ovp alternatively, if the wealth at

the top is eliminated then the level would have to be lowered,) Equality

in a rich society would theoretically eliminate all three types of
poverty,

The relation beteeen poverty and economic growth is not at all clear,
Contrary to the hopes of modern day governmental idealists (Fomento,
eogo) 9

economic modernisation does not automatically eliminate poverty,
in Puerto Rico --Apparently° economic developmen
spectacular growth rate
of 10% per year (Puerto Rico: Planning Board 1966:1).--.has me

substitution of one system of inequality for anotheep

albeit at a Mgher levet of economic capacity, But as we will see poverty

has not disappeared, Moreover° the negative projection of the Idealists
does not seem to hold either,

In spite of such a projection, great
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nurSers of people su-Zfeging absolute poverty (as in India where the land

cannot support the population) is not a necessary condition of the
absence of economic

davelopagant.

Before Puerto Illco°s agriculture was rationalized foe export
production* before hex population outc,distanced the land* before her

labor force was domesticatedp the Island9s population consisted largely

of subsistence farmas who thoagh they had vo great riches had no
trouble taking from the land what wes needed to avoid starvationo
Indeed* one could argue that as economic development progcessed with
the introduction of commercial capitalist agriculture* and as the work
force grew and vas driven from their mountain plots onto haciendas*

(originally through such "labor.repressivW means as the 1837 laws

against vagrancy* the 1849 jax.A).,,iiLjd,MIeltA2,41,20141S9AD
etc,* and then* once the "labor.market" was weighted against tht

individual worker

because of population increases() by such exploitive

economic controls :whale& stores and credit# worker dependence on
labor suppliers* and so on) the situation of these former land."owning"

jszoilsami thus converted Into dispossed tulymp..s actually grew verse

yjAmv/Igthe avoidance of starvation,

There is a period in the growth

of the money economy when the land no longer supplies available food
and governmental mechanisms (such as welfare and food assistance programs*
°tea) have not yet been adopted,

At this point the only way to avoid

starvation after all personal attempts fail is via communal hospitality()

Should the neighbors also be trio hard pressed then absolute poverty
abounds,

In generals as a society changes from a nonc.money agrarian
economy to a. money sconemp,c,and In the specific ease of Puerto Rieos

as the marginal areas of subsistence agriculture are progressively
absorbed by thm money economy-..-,eertain changes come aboutt
1 .., Crops become

conceptualized in function of their ability to yield

Income rather than for their immediate value as food,

In Puerto Rico

this process began before the turn of tho century with the rationalization
of the "after.dinner" crops (coffees sugars and tobacco-v.,such crops are
for well...fed foreigners not undexmfed Puerto Ricans) and continues today

with the food crops (plantainss bananass orangess and even 101161112),
'And was taken away from food production and in the cases where food
orops remain they are SW: the market and not for the hungey neighbor,
A type of Weberiant,style class conflict (l968192842) exists in Puerto
Rice's rural areas wheme land owners try to prevent workers from taking
certain fruit and vegetables for food thus diminishing what the owner
can sell tn the market,

In turn this creates resentment of the owner

by the workers producing sueh comments as "no wonder
stingy glutton,"

hefch0 the

It is not entirely clear why even poor rural people

have taken this new coneeptuallestion of agriculture for the market so
seriously that today

even then they.could

use theirland to produce extra

8
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food 'for themselves-they choose to leave their land uncultivatedd

It

may have sonnthing to do with the general downgrading oi agriculture as
a way of WE'D as well as with the sheer physic:a difficulty of non.

mechanized &swim apiculture itself() one of the members of the
sample in our studyR from a coffee

growing

dowissrading tn the following quotation:

anything but stagnated
prn.f.t550

regions, illustrates this

"In the country you don t do

It opprolses the peopled

Those who stay don't

That's Thy no young ,cople leave...the work out here is

dirty and doesn't pay anything0

No matter how much you wash yourself

they always know that you work in agticultureR that you're from the
country0

Even betterg all you have to do is take a couple of steps and

they can tell where you're from°

The best thing to do is to go to the

city, where you can gat aheadd"

2 . A change cocurs in the personal conception of what the basic problem
of poverty Is all about()

"Bow do I eat?"

money'?"

Previouslyp the problem wag thought of ass

Presentlyp the problem has becomel

"Where do I get

Many respondents in our study often described the situation

of their parents tn these terms? '"We wereA't really that pearl, after

all we always had endugh to eat," On the other hand an occasional reply
today goes to the effect that "welly X'm OKR I don't owe anybody much

money."

10 3 - Theve is a change in the means of fighting absolute poverty()

Forinarly the land itself nerved as last resort), Today vith the
rationalization of agriculture the city...based government is expected

via welfare programs to serve this function»
4

Insofar as there are people who have experienced the availability

of food off the land and who now find themselves in an urban situation

there is probaVy a greater fear of starvation than before they had
become urbanizedo Should a former peasant9 present slumadwellerp not

do wall in the Job market and not be able to adequately deal with the

bureaucracy this fear is real and Justified, Strikingly9 howeverp such
a feta' has also been expressed to us by people living in Puerto Ricoos
countrysideS

It would be worth investigating to what eacteat this fear

actually motivated middle-olass Puerto Ricans to achieve (similar in a
sense to the Depression...generated fears of ntany urban Americans and
turopeans)
5

Absolute poverty is no longer a sufficient official definition to

deal with the preblems of poverty0 In an economy that is not fully a
money economy it is impossible to quantify income and wealth since most
,4

of it has not been priced on a market but has been received in kind()

It is only vith the rationalization of the economy that one can start
to talk about comparative consumption capacityp about relative effective
demand()

Thus,' the modern concern is with the establishing of respectable

II
levels of consumption capability and with concern for the equitable

distribution of the society°8 eomomic resources,

Though difficult to evaluate it is probable that Puerto Rico
never had great absolute poverty with people dying in the streets,

(It is worth remembering that nutritional imbalance in one's diet is
ad, equivalent to insufficient food0) As an agrarian society the
land yielded food, as an urban society food assistance and other
welfare programs work to minimise starvation, To a certain extent,

during the transition between the two economies, migration back and

forth between the gum and the city probably mitigated some of the

strains produced by the transition, More important, however, especially

in the case of Puerto Rican culture, la the role of the neighbor,

By

all standards, the poorest member of our sample is a 50 year old man

who lives in a southeastern sugar.producing area, He owns nothing

except for a five foot by three foot shack, some old clothes, and some
metal plates, Moreover, he has never owned anrthing.mmnever lived in a

house with water or electricity, never owned any electric appliances or
any furniture, never had more than-the few rags he has for clothing,
He has no regular work and is allowed only occasionally to help the
local fishermen mend their netsimmin fact he has not had any regular

work for the past twenty years, Row does he manage to survive at all?
A sort of oonnunal norm exists in Puerto Rico that we can call a

fraternity of the poor, Observation in this community shows that when
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someone is without food they go to a neighboro announce the facto or

let the neighbor intuit ito and the neighbor wilt offer him a plate of
food, The saying "today for youo tomorrow for me" illustrates the

solWarity at this levelo This man mitt° elms almost nothings) has never
awned very much& has almost no monetary inoomeo has not worked for

twenty years0 has managed to get by on the charity or his seitialsos"w°
neighbors who are not much better off than he la,

In facto this fraternity of the poor presupposes that those that
do the helping be not very gen.:off themselves, As one moves up ammd

is making Ito filled with motivation and driveo this type of human
solidarity becomes less evident, A commercial fisherman from one of
the areas we studied often complained that he wouldn°t "put down his

in this area because the people here are hoggish.

and they think you're fishing for them," While it would be incorrect to
overestimate the communal feelings of the poor in Puerto Rico (eogoo

neighborhood addicts occasionally steal from other neighbors in the

urban slum that we studied)9 the role o

ghbor should not be under.

estimated especially when it comes to the sharing of basic necessities
such c 4 food,

It is hard to be satisfied with merely minimising absolut
pavertym having the capacity to avoid starvation is far from having

the economic capacity to lead a respectable life, Thuso the concern with
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dichotomous poverty involves the search for a minimum annual family

income beneath which a family is considered poor,

The decision to use

aratual income rather than accumulated wealth as the indicator of effective

demand is dictated by the availability of the data, Difficulties exist,
however, including the fact that nonamonetary income is hard to take

into account and often ne not is not so accounted for, It is even more

difficult to take into consideration income derived not im wealth but
hz Avast a Is inamatms for examp 109 the "received income" derived
by the owner of a house by virtue of the fact that he has no rental
outgo('

Annual monetary income only somewhat approaches our definition

of effective demands the practical ability to acquire a the use of

items of consumption, Unfortunately, it is the moat colon indicator

available for general statistics, In Puerto Rico the principal source
of this type of information is the comparative study undertaken by the
island's Department of Labor in 1953 and 1963, published as "Income

and 3spenditures of the Families: Puerto Rico, 1963" (1967)0

The difficulty of establishing where the level of respectability
should be placed can be seen in the argument of Luis Nieves Fa loiine

"If we use the criteria established by the Department of Labor of the 170S0,
whereby an urban family with four members requires a minimum of $4,800 a

year, the vast majority of Puerto Rico's families would be considered
poor,

It appears more reasonable to assume .0 ()that an income or $lp500
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per year would define a poor family in Puerto Rico "(1970113)

What he

means by the phrases "it appears more reasonable000" is that the level

has to be drawn in function of the internally defined standards of the
society in question°
Over the yeavs different attempts have been made in Puerto Rico

to establish thresholds that divide decent from nonodecent standards
of living (Puerto Rico: Planning Board9 1971b1506; Marino 1957)0 In 1933

a doctor established $580 as the basic budget of a family with a balanced
diet; in 1942, the Department of Public Welfare declared $19310 to be
the minimum annual. sum necessary for a family of 5; in 19509 U0P0R00s
Home Economics Department declared that approximately $39900 was needed

for a family of 6 for food9 clothing, personal care, housing, health,
education, recreation, transportation, and "donations"; in 1963 the
Department of Labor defined $4,056 as the annual minimum to meet

"indispensable basic needs"; and in 1970, the Department of Health

claimed that in order to live "litimmate. Wm" $5,702 was needed
annually for a family of 5° The following chart shows the values of

these estimates in terms of constant dollars9 1958 as the basee-a"
(Puerto Rioos Planning Board 1.971b317)0
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DAM=
1933
1942
1950

1953
1958
1963
1970

$ 580/5
1310/5
3893/6

$2047/5
3866/6

64
76

3222/ 5
91

4056/5
5702/ 5

100
112
138

3621/5
4058/5

Thus it is obvious that the rise. An the minimum standard is not completely

due to the rise in prices0 Rather it has to do with a change in what is
considered minimally respectable., The original standards were concerned

with a level just above starvation: that of good rotrition0 At a certain
point nutrition is not enough but clothing and personal care become
necessities,. Subsequently, a degree of hard goodsw.housing and houselold
items.become neeessary foli a respectable life0 These changes in
minions standards follow the changes in the patterns of consumption of
the country in general0 :in 1947 66% of all personal consumption went
for "soft" goods, 7% for "hard" goods, and 27% for services° In 1970,
50% went for soft goods, 17% for hard goods, and 34% for services
(Puerto Rico: Planning Board 19711:142)0 Once typical Puerto Ricans

cooked over loponea 17ith wood as fuel, then over kerosene stoves, and

today over a gas or elIctric range0 At one point a plusla sank
was used rather than the steam or electric iron of today, sanufactured
furniture rather than homemade benches are now typical even in remote

rural areas°
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None of these standards are easy to accept as useful
for example me accept the last figure of S5072/5 then 70% of Puerto

Rico's families wimid be classified as dichotomous poor. There mre

servoral reasons to reject such a figure. It negates the necessity to

define the standard in terms of norms internal to the society.

In

part, this is due to the inability of incore figures to take into
accovnt the wreceived.income rent.value" that soma mmemel...,os arrab,..421.2,Ear p

and relatives may take advantage of by virtue of rent.free housing. But

it also reflects in part the Amerimnisation of standards due to the
massive penetration of American advertising and commerce in Puerto Rt,
One could argue that since Puerto Rico is exposed to the massive American

penetration, that American styles are becoming the social norm if not

the statistical one, and that therefore people c'gfeel" deprived in
relation to the American norms. Without underestimating the effectiveness

of the advertisingothis hovever, appcars to us to be an exaggeration of

that effect. Moreover, it presents one from studying the island's
socioeconomics in historical perspective...81nm it vould be the

arrival of the advertising that could be the creator of the additional
poverty8

If we bracket for a moment the unresolved debate as to ahich

standard is most applicable, an investigation into dichotomous poverty

. 17 .
below the $2,000 level will be worthwhile...31f for no other Teasei :. than

it is the most frequently used level in official sieports

(Puerto Rico:

Division of Public Welfare, 1964; Puerto Rico: Planning Boards 194,
1965, 19670 1971aD 1971b, 19710)0 In 1953 the Planning Board announced

as a goal the attempt to lift all families above this eargine In 1968

the party then in power in ELPauMiiie

SalLer
CO (1968:84.5)

amounced $4500 to be the minimal threshold (in 1953 dollars this would
cows to $10929)9 Thus, a $2,000 dichotomous poverty threshold has become

something of an official one although it has never been properly

justified and has been applied using different years as the price basec,
Planning Board data (1971a:22) reveal the following:
93

963

Threshold
Annual Income $20000 (53)

$2,000 (53)
2,465 (63)

969

$20000 (53)

2,465 (63)
20937 (69)

Asiowcaranomamminmar

X Below

78%

46%

39%

21.1m,

a24222,

Imegrawleaar

# Pamilies
polE
Total

328.0q0,
4209000

464000

586,000

In 1953 78% of the families had an income below the $29000 dichotomous

poverty thresholdo Keeping the threshold constant (in terms of 1953

4.3 18

dollars)0 46% of the families did not reach this level of respectability
in 19630 and 39% did not reach it In 1969 (using projected figures)0

Important for the ecology of the island is the fact that the reduetion
in the percentage of dichotomous potra, from 1963 to 1969 was not

Afficient to keep up with the populations in 19530 3280000 families
Vero diehotorms pcor0 in 19534 217i;000 and in 11.9690 2290000 (170000

more than In 1963)0 Thus there are more dichotomous poor families
(1953

$20000) today than in 1963 even though they comprise a smaller

percentage of the total. population, (In 1969 dollars this level is $20937
annually or about $8 daily for a family of 5)0
In order for both the percentage and the absolute number of
families in dichotomous poverty to decrees% any increase in population
has to be absorbed above the dichotomous poverty line,

In other werds0

to prevent an increase in the ranks of the dichotomous poor "the

countzy°s economic progress has to stay at a par with the increase in
populationo Whether or not a particular =alai of economic devnIopment can in

fact achieve this goal is indeed one important factor in our judging
the effectiveness of that model, According to the governmenVa own figures
this was the case la Puerto Rico between 1953 and 19630 but not the case
between 1963 and 19690 when population grew faster than economic progress0

In part this Is due to the slowdown of emigration of poor people out of
the island0 In the 10 years between 1933.4962 the average rate of
exodus was 300916 people/yearg vshile in the six years between 196349680
the average rate of woks slowed down to 150288 emigrants/years. (Senior
and Watkins0 19668703)0
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Rowninties Alvarez (1968,5740587) has desogibed thfle processepilm-zr'
----",domer-ets7=1-11 "From 1940 to 1960D the emigration practically matched

the potential increase in the island°8 populotion by way of fertility()
This respite aided in bringing unemployment within the reach a control
and coincided with a certain degree oli larrovement in social conditien30000"
Hernindes-Alvares feels Zhat apparantay staistntion is some sort ot help
to Puerto Rico°s economic developmanto For us9 howevetv emigration
Tepresents a distorting factor to any attempt to understand such

deve1opment9 especially in function a the problem of dichotomous povertyo

It maks it difficult to see how many people actually crossed the
threshold out of diohotomous !worts* over against those who simply
crossed the frontier out of Puerto Rico into the U0S09 no longer to

be

counted in the Puecto Rican annual family !moat ilgureso Those
countries that look to Puerto Rico as an ideal model a economic

development should realise that such a model implies massive and pAiiiful

emigration as an integral factor3

In tams of the distribution of income the greater the thequality
the greater the amount of continuous poverty (regardless of any irwrease
in societal effective demand) In 1953 the lowest 20% of the population
had 5% of the total income& while in 1963 it had only 4%0 In 1955 the
upper 20% had 5005%9 while in 1963e it had 5105% (19718113), Thusz,

even though the poor may have increased their effective demand they lost
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ground in relative terms %tile the poor earned more the rest of the
society edrned wenn more than proportionally more°

The following

chart dem:3trata:3. the increases between 1953 and 1963 for different
occupational categories (Puerto Rico: P/anning Board 1971a7115):

graimallan
Agricultural morkews
Professionals
Artisans, foreman, etc,
Non.agsicultural workers
Skilled workers

ruThermcs,
42
57

74
82
106

Agricultural morkets, slum dwellers, families with unemployed or
subemployed heeds (Puerto Ric*: Planning Board 1971ne15.19), recipients
of welfare (Puerto Ricos Planning Board 1971cs22), are the groups who
have progressed at the lowest retest...the lowest groups have progressed

at the slowest rate/

This analysis leads to a serious question°

Do

the data suggest something similar to what NIchael Harrington describes
for the U0S,...the formation, of a poverty class of left.overs who "saw

the rest of society MVO ahead"? (1962117),

1)

Paper read at the 66th annual meeting of the American Sociological
Association, Auguit.30, 1971, Denver, Colorado, This paper is prepared
Ma conjunction with "The Burden of Poverty in Puerto Rico"Research
Project that the authors co.direct in the Social Science Researdh Center
of the University.ofPuerto Rico, Rio Piedras, It appears midway
between the* termination of data collecting and the commencement of
data analysis° The authors mish to thank Dr° Norman Natlin of the
Institute Psiceiggico de Puerto Rico for his technical assistance,
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